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Master of Education for Teaching Professionals -TeachingWell

State Authorization Disclosure Regarding Educational Prerequisites
Federal regulations require Johns Hopkins to disclose to students considering enrollment or enrolled in this program whether or not it meets educational prerequisites for licensure or certification by state.

Certification Areas:
- Secondary Education Grades 7-12 - Biology, Chemistry, Environmental Science, Mathematics, and Physics
- Middle School Grades 4-9 -Science

State Authorization Disclosure Regarding Educational Prerequisites
Federal regulations require Johns Hopkins to disclose to students considering enrollment or enrolled in this program whether or not it meets educational prerequisites for licensure or certification by state.

Educational Prerequisites for Professional Licensure or Certification

Prerequisites: Four-year bachelor's degree from a regionally accredited higher education institution.

Students who complete approved teacher preparation programs and pass the appropriate state and national teacher examinations are eligible to apply for teacher certification (licensure) in Maryland and, through such certification, may be eligible for reciprocal certification in states outside of Maryland. Please be aware that some states may require additional courses or national teacher examinations. Students should contact individual State Departments of Education for the most recent information on current state requirements. Also, consult the ETS website (www.ets.org/praxis) for the specific tests required by each state.

Federal regulations require Johns Hopkins to disclose to students considering enrollment or enrolled in this program whether or not it meets educational prerequisites for licensure or certification by state.

1) The program meets licensure requirements in the following States: Maryland
2) Students seeking state certification outside the state of Maryland should contact the individual state Department of Education for certification requirements.
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Students located in a state where their program does not meet that state's licensure or certification educational prerequisites may have difficulty finding a job in that occupation and/or repaying loans borrowed to complete the program.